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The City of San Leandro is planning to close 
Farrelly Pool in the summer of 2010 as part of its 
cost-cutting efforts.  Last year, when Farrelly faced 
a similar fate, a group of concerned citizens lobbied 
to keep Farrelly open, convincing the City to 
preserve this valuable community resource.  Farrelly 
Pool is an historic San Leandro treasure with a rich 
history, providing not only a place for recreational 
swimming, but a safe swimming school offered by a 
talented, caring staff, and a gathering center where 
the community comes together.  Because City-wide 
budget cuts are so much more drastic this year, 
expecting the City to operate the pool in 2010 is an 
unrealistic hope, so the community is seeking angel 
funding to keep the pool alive while we weather the 
current economic storm and look forward to a 
brighter future.

Farrelly Pool is the oldest swimming pool in San 
Leandro, originally opening in the summer of 1930 
after the generous philanthropist Henrietta Farrelly 
bestowed a $20,000 posthumous gift for its 
construction.   Since opening day, "Mr. Swim" 
Frank DeMello was an iconic figure at the pool 
serving as life guard and swimming instructor until 
his death in 1966.  He was a charismatic ex-Navy 
chief with a booming voice and a warm heart who 
taught over 90,000 youngsters to swim.  Because of 
his great contributions to Farrelly Pool, the Frank 
DeMello Memorial Fund was created in his honor to 
raise money to help with capital improvements in 
the late 1960s and early 1970s.  

The DeMello Fund was chaired by Frank Fehn 
(a.k.a. "Mr. North Area"), a tireless fund raiser and 
volunteer coordinator focused on transforming the 
pool from "just a place to swim" to a family oriented 
community gathering place.   Under his leadership, 
the DeMello Fund raised many thousands of dollars 
and materials, and coordinated a group of all-
volunteer community members who provided labor 

for many of the features we see at the pool today:  A 
remodeled locker room, the trees, grass, picnic 
tables and barbeque pits on the east side of the pool, 
the breeze-blocking brick walls that surround the 
pool, the covered recreation area and kitchen to the 
west side of the pool, and the snack shack are all 
products of this dedicated group of San Leandrans 
during the era of Frank Fehn.  In addition, the pool 
had significant renovations and upgrades to its water 
filtration and heating systems in the late 1970s (or 
1980s?) providing for a sustained, modern and 
healthy swimming facility to this day.

The pool has thrived through the years, providing 
not just a family-oriented recreation facility, but a 
valuable swimming training center for the youth of 
San Leandro.  The pool provides valuable 
employment opportunities for young adults in our 
community who work as life guards and swimming 
instructors.  In recent years, the staff could arguably 
be considered one of the best in the East Bay, 
providing consistent, thorough, caring and skilled 
swimming lessons with grace and compassion for 
thousands of children of all ages.  

In 2009, after the City announced intentions of 
closing Farrelly to cut costs, San Leandrans voiced 
their concerns en masse.  Almost overnight, we had 
over 400 petitioners and dozens of outspoken 
citizens who plead a case to the City Council over a 
series of meetings.  After hearing from numerous 
young children about what the pool means to them, 
and hearing accounts like those historical stories 
above, the Mayor and City Council were persuaded 
to keep the pool open.   The alternative (closing for 
the summer) also had a $48,000 associated price tag 
to cover utility expenses to keep the water filled and 
filtration system working.  The City resolved to 
increase admission price and reduce hours of 
operation to bring the overall expenses down, while 



still operating at a loss, for the benefit of the 
community, they reduced the loss to one that could 
be absorbed in the overall budget.

So the word was out that Farrelly was NOT going to 
close... Enrollment in swimming classes went up, 
and the community showed its renewed appreciation 
and patronage of the pool by attending weekly 
"Family Nights at Farrelly Pool" -- a promotion 
aimed at bringing the community together at the 
pool in a way reminiscent of the olden days.  Family 
Nights featured live music provided in gratuity by 
local San Leandro musicians while families enjoyed 
connecting with old and new friends, frolicking in 
the pool, and dining on their barbeque dinners.

With the re-engagement of the community, many 
ideas came forth from the community for new ways 
to support and use the pool:  

•  The seniors are interested in having seniors-only 
swimming session as well as aqua-aerobics
•  We would like to expand the Family Nights and 
live music to weekend afternoons.  
•  We want to get game equipment (such as ping 
pong tables and board games) back in the game 
room so that there are more things to do at the pool 
facility.  
•  We want to make the pool more financially viable 
by:
        o  Getting solar panels at the pool to offset the
            utility expenses for heating and circulating
            the water.  
        o  Introducing family pricing plans so that
            families with more than one or two kids can
            afford to bring the whole family.
•  We want to create a kids summer camp with 
swimming, gardening, music, arts and crafts in a 
partnership with the adjacent Roosevelt School 
buildings.
•  We want to find other new and innovative ways to 
use this great facility as a community family 
recreation space.

If Farrelly Pool is closed for even one summer, we 
are concerned that it may be the beginning of the 

end for the pool.  Because of the construction of the 
pool walls, it must be kept full so the walls do not 
cave in and deteriorate;  if it is filled with water, the 
water must be circulated to keep it from going 
stagnant, which costs money -- just to have the pool 
sitting unused.  If an unused facility continues to 
cost the city money, the next alternative would be to 
fill the pool with dirt -- the unfortunate fate of many 
other pools in San Leandro.  Farrelly Pool is too 
much of an historic community treasure to let that 
happen.

With the threat of closure last year, I have worked 
hard to educate the broader community of the 
historical significance of this pool.  I have also 
worked hard to promote the pool and get all of the 
people who spoke out in support of the pool to 
patronize the pool -- "use it or lose it" as it were.  As 
you can see from the newspaper clippings and 
historical photos included in the following pages, 
there truly is a rich history here.  The pool provides 
a wonderful quality of life service to San Leandro 
for the young and old alike.  If the pool were closed, 
all of the blood, sweat, tears and care of the people 
who have made this pool a special place throughout 
the years (Henrietta Farrelly, Frank DeMello, Frank 
Fehn, Fran Smith (the pool manager following 
Frank DeMello's death), the current wonderful staff, 
and countless others) will have been for naught. 
 The children of San Leandro will lose a safe place 
to learn to swim and swim recreationally.  
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Frank DeMello: life guard, swimming 
instructor, pool manager from 1930-1966. 
 Here in a familiar pose overlooking his 
swimming students.

All of the newspaper clippings and photos included in the next few pages were 
contributed by Carol Fehn-Fitzpatrick, daughter of Frank Fehn, from her family's 
personal collection.







The "buy a brick" program to raise money for the brick walls.  Frank Fehn on far left.

Volunteers installing new grass on the east side of the pool.



After the renovations in 1969/1970, we see 
many youngsters enjoying the new facility



Undated photos.  This was a 
remodel done in the 1970s 
some time to upgrade the 
pumps and water filtration 
system.
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On one of the music nights:  The Burning 
Embers entertains the crowd






